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FIRST STAGE
I.- COMPLETE THE SENTENCES USING LIKE + GERUNDS (-ING) OR INFINITIVE FORMS.
1.- She _______________ making calls.
A) does

B) do

C) like

D) doesn`t like

E) doesn`t likes

D) liking

E) likes being

D)does

E) doing

D)cooking

E) likes to cook

D) eats

E) eating

2.- They ___________ punctual
A) likes

B) like to be

C) being

3.- Do Roberto and Luis __________ candies?
A) like eating

B) eating

C) likes eating

4.- My mom __________ healthy food.
A) likeing

B) cook

C) does cooks

5.- Does Ryan _________ junk food?
A)likes eat

B) like

C) like eating

II.- CHOOSE THE CORRECT VERB WITH TO-INFINITIVE OR –ING FORM WHICH COMPLETE
CORRECTLY.
6.- I like jogging / to jogs every night, I feel very well
A)
B)
7.- I forgot (to send / sendings ) the message to my mom.
A)
B)
8.- She tried getting / to get 100 in the exam, but got 80.
A)
B)
9.- The boy stopped ( to crying / crying ) when her mom gave him a candy.
A)
B)
10.- We regret (to inform / informing) visitors that the museum will be closed in 10 minutes.
A)
B)
11.- You must stop to chatting / chatting online because you have to work.
A
B)
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III.- IDENTIFY THE MISTAKE IN EACH SENTENCE.
12.- Do you prefer to spending time with your family or with your friends?
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
13.- Would you to rather teach English or French in 4th semester?
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
14.- My mom would rather I study Psychology than Philosophy.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
15.- Mario prefer watching comedy movies than horror movies.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
16.- I would prefer to read Harry Potter than The Lord of Rings.
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

IV. CHOOSE THE NAME OF THE SPORT THAT MATCHS WITH THE DRAWING GIVEN.
A) Hang gliding

B) Swimming

D) Bowling

E) Camping

C) Fishing

17.-___

19.-___
18.-___

20.-___

21.-___
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V.- READ EACH DESCRIPTION, THEN IDENTIFY WHAT KIND OF MOVIE IT IS.
A) Cartoons B) Western C) Comedy D) Romance E) Horror

22. A play, movie, etc., of light and humorous character with a happy or cheerful ending.__
23.- Genre wherein the plot revolves around the love between two protagonists.
This genre usually has a theme that explores an issue within love. _____
24.- In this kind of movie you can watch some people wearing hats and riding horses. ___
25.- I don´t like to watch this kind of movies because then I couldn´t sleep at night. ___

VI.- MATCH THE IMAGES WITH THE BUSINESS ACTIVITIES.
28.-

26.-

27.-

29.-

30.-

A) making calls

B)working overtime

C) using a projector

E) greeting foreigners

D) attending meetings
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SECOND STAGE
I. CHOOSE THE CORRECT FORM OF THE VERB TO COMPLETE THE SENTENCES IN
PRESENT PERFECT.
1. Mr. Johnson has _________ all day.
A) works
B) worked
C) work

D) working

E) to work

2. Maria and her aunt have __________for a long time.
A) run
B) runs
C) running
D) to run

E) ran

3. My parents have _________ to Washington.
A) travels
B) traveling C) to travel

E) traveled

D) travel

4. Miss Roxana hasn´t __________to the convention.
A) got
B) get
C) gets
D) getting

E) to get

5. My boss hasn´t __________ this book yet.
A) read
B) reading
C) reads

D) rode

E) ride

6. I have __________ a beautiful song.
A) listen
B) listened
C) listens

D) listening

E) to listen

II.

FIND THE PAST PARTICIPLE OF THE FOLLOGING VERBS.

7. Write

A) wrote

B) writes

C) written

D) writing

E) to write

8. Bring

A) brings

B) brought

C) to bring

D) bringing

E) bright

9. Speak

A) spoken

B) speaks

C) speaking

D) to speak

E) speak

10. Grow

A) grew

B) grows

C) growing

D) grown

E) to grow

11. Buy

A) buys

B) buying

C) buy

D) to buy

E) bought

12. Make

A) makes

B) making

C) made

D) to make

E) make
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III.

CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE WORD TO COMPLETE THE READING.
A) Have

B) Visited

C) Since

D) Never

CIRQUE DU SOLEIL
In 1984 only 73 people worked for Cirque du Soleil. ________ then
13
thousands of artists have ________ in this worldwide famous
14
enterprise. Since 1985, Cirque du Soleil touring shows have
________ over 250 cities around the world. Close to 100 million
15
spectators ________ seen Cirque du Soleil shows since 1990. If you
16
have ________ seen Cirque du Soleil shows, you have missed an
17
extraordinary and unforgettable experience.

IV.

COMPLETE THE SENTENCES WITH:
A) never

B) since

C) for

18. Have you ________ eaten snake meat?
19. I have studied for the exam __________ last Monday.
20. Katy has lived in the United States ______ a long time.
21. My dad has worked in Pemex ________ 2004.
22. She has taught French ________ many years.
23. I have________ been in Alaska.
24. She has ________ eaten turtle eggs.
25. Have you ________ drunk Dom Perignon ´96?

D) ever

E) Worked
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V.

COMPLETE THE SENTENCES WITH:
A) yet

B) already

C) just

26. Have you done your homework yet? I haven´t done it______.
27. We have ________________ called my parents. They will be here in a moment.
28. I have ________________ done my duties. I finished it yesterday.
29. Have they arrived to the beach? No, they haven´t arrived ______.
30. We have ________________ visited Chichen-Itza. We were there last year, it was wonderful.

VI.
INDICATE IF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES ARE IN PRESENT PERFECT OR SIMPLE
PAST.
A) Present Perfect

B) Simple Past

31. Lucy hasn’t fed the pets yet.
32. Carlos and Jose have learned to play chess.
33. Albert went to Canada last month.
34. Our neighbors invited us to a picnic.
35. My mom has cleaned the house since I was a child.

VII. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES WITH THE CORRECT FORM OF HAVE
A) have

B) has

C) haven´t

D) hasn´t

36. Have you fixed the car yet? No, I _____________.
37. Has Karen taken care for her garden all the time? Yes, she ________.
38. Peter________ built a big building. It is located near downtown.
39. Has Mr. Wilson won the lottery? No, he ________.
40. ________ they begun a new business? Yes, they have.
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VIII. Fill in the blanks with an appropriate phrasal verb from the list. Use the context and the
grammar to help you. NOTE: Make any necessary changes to a verb if needed according to
the tense each sentence is.
A) Turn (something) down
B) Put up with
C) Carry out
D) Put forward
E) Put (something) off
F) Think (something) over
G) Team up
H) Give up
41. I have ___________ it __________ and made up my mind. I will take the job at Carlson & Hester.
42. The softball match between the Warriors and the Sentinels has been ______________________
until the weather conditions get better.
43. (dialog between two students)
A: You know something, Karla? I can’t stand Ms. Sullivan anymore. She is so strict with all of us in
the classroom that I don’t even dare to breathe in front of her if I talk to her some time.’
B: I know how you feel, Sally. It’s been so difficult for many of us to handle it. However, we can try to
___________________ her regulations from time to time in order to do well in class from now on.
A: You’re right. I’ll take your advice. See you.
B: Bye.
44. This morning I talked to my boss and he told me that the company is going to
_____________________ a plan to cut costs.
45. The Government is ______________________ test on growing genetically modified crops. It
expects to have the results in the next days.
46. They offered her a position as an operations manager, but she __________ it ___________
because it did not include some rights for her own safety.
47. Guys, let’s ________________ with those men over there and help rescue injured and missing
people.
48. I ______________ taking sugar in tea and coffee to lose weight.
A) turn (something) down: to reject, to decline
B) put up with: to endure without complain
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C) carry out: to complete, to accomplish, to fulfill
D) put forward: to propose for consideration
E) put (something) off: to postpone
F) think (something) over: to think through, to reconsider
G) team up: to form a team
H) give up: to stop doing something

THIRD STAGE
I. USE THE PAST PERFECT AND SIMPLE PAST IN THESE SENTENCES.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

By the time we ____ her, she ____ him everything about the accident.
His grandfather ____ email before, so Manuel ____ him how to use it.
You ___ get on the bus because you ___ for your ticket.
My parents ___ late for the plane because their _____ passports at home.
Mandy ___ until after I ___.

A) Called, had told.
C) could not, had not paid
E) did not arrive, had left.

B) had not used, showed
D) Were, had forgotten

II. IDENTIFY THE CORRECT GRAMMAR TENSE.
6. She moved to Italy.
7. Your students had left the classroom.
8. I bought my first aid kit yesterday.
9. I didn´t find a pet sitter.
10. I had gathered the family together.

A) Past Perfect
B) Simple Past

III. SELECT THE CONDITIONER THAT APPLIES TO EACH SENTENCE.

A) Second Conditional

B) Third Conditional
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11. My sister would be happy if James invited her to his party.
12. If she had arrived sooner, she wouldn´t have missed my presentation.
13. If I were you, I would talk to her.
14. I would have passed the test if I had studied harder.
15. We wouldn´t have missed the bus if you hadn´t been late.

IV. MATCH THE ADJECTIVES TO THE CITY FEATURES.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Buildings
City
Traffic
Monuments
People.

A) speeding, screeching, honking.
B) carved, faded, bronze.
C) graffiti-covered, brick, stone.
D) rushed, frowning, smiling.
E) Noisy, windy, bustling.

V. FIND THE CORRECT DEFINITIONS FOR THESE WORDS
21. Footfall
22. Sustainable
23. Drove
24. Congenial
25. Adjacent

A) Having the same tastes, habit or
temperament.
B) The sound of footsteps.
C) Next to; lying near.
D) Capable of being sustained
E) A large mass of people

VI. CHOOSE THE PAST PARTICIPLE FORM OF THESE VERBS.
26. Build
27. Fall
28. Forget
29. Mean
30. Rise
31. Seek
32. Smell
33. Throw
34. Wear
35. Write

A) Builds

B) builder

C) built

D) building

E) builded

A) failed
A) forgot
A) meaning
A) rises
A) seeks
A) smelt
A) thrown
A) worn
A) written

B) falling
B) forgets
B) means
B) raised
B) seeking
B) smelled
B) Throwed
B) weared
B) writer

C) faller
C) forgetter
C) meaner
C) rising
C) seeker
C) smelling
C) Throwing
C) wiar
C) writes

D) fallen
D) forgotten
D) meant
D) risen
D) sought
D) smelted
D) Thrower
D) wearing
D) writing

E) falen
E) forgetting
E) maent
E) riseen
E) seeked
E) smelter
E) Throwt
E) weart
E) writter
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FOURTH STAGE
Module IV.

Describing objects, activities and people. Asking for confirmation.

Ask for and exchange information in relation to describing people, learning styles and celebrations in
written and spoken discourse, in social, recreational or work contexts
I. - Translate the personality traits:
a) punctual

d) lazy

g) shy

j) clumsy

m) creative

p) moody

b) greedy

e) reserved

h) reliable

k) outgoing

n) sociable

q)superstitious

c) thoughtful

f) hard-working

i)closed-minded

l) adventurous o)irresponsible

r)ambitious

II. - Choose the correct relative pronoun:
1. -She is the woman _________ he met at the party last week.
2. - I bought a book ________ was published in Germany last year.
3. - The man, _________ father is a professor, forgot his umbrella.
4. - Alice saw Alexander in the shop ________ you bought your red sweater.
5. - I met George on the day _________ I missed the flight to Los Angeles.
6. - My nephews broke the picture _______ you had bought in Spain.
7. - The kinder garden ___________I teach, is an excellent school.
8. - My friend Phillip, _____ is an excellent writer, is helping me with my French paper.

III. -

Complete with the correct form of tag question:

9.- Robert lives in London, ________________?
10. - Ruth went to the party last night, _________________?
11. - We aren´t waiting at the station, _________________?

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Where
When
Which
Who
Whose
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12. - You will remember to call me, __________________?
13. - Mark had forgotten his wallet, _________________?
14. - We're working tomorrow, ___________________?
15. - It was cold yesterday, _____________________?

IV. – Choose the correct word from the box for these definitions:

stubborn
mean

outgoing
inventive

shy
kind

thoughtful
lazy

greedy
moody

16.- of a good or benevolent nature or disposition: _________________
17.- averse or disinclined to work, activity, or exertion; indolent: _______________
18.- offensive, selfish, or unaccommodating; nasty; malicious: _______________
19.- interested in and responsive to others; friendly; sociable: _____________________
20.- excessively or inordinately desirous of wealth, profit, etc.; avaricious: __________________
21.- apt at creating with the imagination: ____________________
22.- unreasonably obstinate; obstinately unmoving: _________________
23.- expressing or exhibiting sharply varying moods; temperamental: _________________
24.- showing consideration for others; considerate: ___________________
25.- easily frightened away; timid: ____________________
V. - Choose the category of the physical appearance:

A) complexion

B) face

C) general

D) eyes

E) age
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26.- (

) around 35, in his/her 20s

27. - (

) square, round, plain, wide.

28. - (

) green, blue, brown, black, beautiful, big

29.- (

) light, white, olive-skinned

30.- (

) beautiful, pretty, handsome, attractive, cute, good-looking

VI.- Describe appearance of the people in the photo.

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

